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The San Francisco Mime Troupe in A Minstrel Show. Photo provided by the SF Mime Troupe

OVERVIEW
This guide is designed to provide general historical and cultural context, guiding questions and
aligned activities to supplement viewing of STAGE LEFT. For context and activities aligned with specific
companies and artists featured in the film, please refer to the set of thematic guides:
1. Groundbreaking Theater Companies: San Francisco Actors’ Workshop, American
Conservatory Theatre, Magic Theatre and others
2. The People’s Theater: The San Francisco Mime Troupe and The Pickle Family Circus
3. LGBT Theater: The Cockettes, Angels of Light, Theatre Rhinoceros and Angels in America
4. Theater and Diverse Communities: El Teatro Campesino, the Black Repertory Group Theatre,
Black Arts/West, the Lorraine Hansberry Theater, the Asian American Theater Company, Lilith
Theater and Brava for Women in the Arts
5. Experimental Theater: Soon 3, The Blake Street Hawkeyes, George Coates Performance
Works, Snake/Antenna Theater and Guillermo Gomez-Pena

Historical and Cultural Context
Cultural Life in Post-War America
During the 1930s and 1940s, the United States suffered through the Great Depression and then
World War II. In the 1950s, the country experienced peace and increased prosperity, and many
people in mainstream society adhered to prevailing social norms and conventions. The social
conformity of the decade provided many artists with something to rebel against.
As such, the 1950s were a decade of significant creative innovation. In painting and sculpture, this
included the Abstract Expressionist and Minimalist movements, which both worked with images
beyond realistic representation. In music, the 1950s saw the beginnings of rock and roll as well as the
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first electronic music, which both moved away from classical or traditional musical styles. The literary
arts experienced an upheaval with the emergence of the Beats, a group of writers who challenged
1950s conventions and traditional forms of poetry and prose. The Beats, which included Allen
Ginsburg (Howl) and Jack Kerouac (On the Road), migrated to San Francisco in the middle of the
decade and found an artistic home at the City Lights Book Store in North Beach. Founded in 1953
by poet Lawrence Ferlinghetti, City Lights was an independent bookstore that supported the work of
counterculture writers.
In the realm of performance, creative innovation and breaking with tradition manifested in a number
of ways, from comedian Lenny Bruce, whose monologues pushed the limits of free speech and was
arrested multiple times for obscenity, to “happenings”, or performances in non-traditional spaces
that broke down boundaries between performers and audiences. Artists like the musician John
Cage and his collaborator and partner, choreographer Merce Cunningham, broke boundaries
between arts disciplines and pushed the limits of what was considered music and dance. In Europe,
the Theater of the Absurd evolved around the idea that existence was essentially meaningless,
undoubtedly influenced by the horrors of World War II and the threat of nuclear war that followed.
Absurdist playwrights included Samuel Beckett, Harold Pinter, Edward Albee, and Jean Genet. The
San Francisco Actors’ Workshop, founded in 1952, produced work reflective of this new cultural
landscape.

The Birth of Counterculture: Political Theater and Social Movements
The 1960s saw the birth the countercultural movement, which developed alongside the huge societal
shifts happening during that decade. The civil rights and feminist movements brought with them new
visions for an egalitarian and pluralistic society, a celebration of sexual freedom, and a questioning
of long-held American traditions and values. The Vietnam War and the protest movement against it
politicized many young people. San Francisco was the heart of the counterculture movement, where
people radically questioned the conventions and norms of the time and experimented with collective
living, progressive political action, and liberated sexuality. Furthermore, the ethnic and racial diversity
of the region combined with its central place in the countercultural movement resulted in the Bay Area
being an important site of the Chicano Pride and Black Power movements.
Political theater groups such as the San Francisco Mime Troupe, El Teatro Campesino, and Black Arts/
West were founded during this decade. R.G. Davis founded the San Francisco Mime Troupe with the
idea to go against all of the traditional rules of theater, and to use art to change the world. One of the
most radical aspects of the Mime Troupe was taking their theatrical creations directly to the working
class public through free performances in the parks. They used Commedia Dell’Arte, a popular theater
form developed in Italy in the 16th and 17th centuries.
During the 1960s, the Chicano Pride movement also grew. Chicano (or Xicano) originally was a
derogatory term used for sons and daughters of Mexican migrants, whose identity was marked by
the border, seen on both sides as not American, but not Mexican either. But the term evolved into
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Teatro Campesino. Photo provided by Rapt Productions.

a symbol of self-determination and ethnic pride. Chicano Theater, which developed along with the
Chicano Pride movement, began with Luis Valdez founding El Teatro Campesino in 1965. Valdez
collaborated with Cesar Chavez and the United Farmworker’s Union and tailored El Teatro’s work to
its audience: he created largely improvised one-act plays, called actos, and performed them on the
UFW picket lines, on flatbed trucks in the fields, and at union meetings.
In San Francisco, the Civil Rights Movement focused on high African American unemployment after
World War II when wartime jobs evaporated. Continued frustration with high unemployment and
lack of opportunity resulted in many African American activists in San Francisco becoming militant
and embracing the Black Power movement. At the center of the Black Power movement was the Black
Panther Party, which was formed in 1966. The Black Arts Movement was the artistic branch of Black
Power, embodying and generating pride in African-American identity in a society that had been
dominated by white artistic and cultural traditions.
During this decade, Asian American artists, frustrated with the racial stereotypes perpetuated on
American stages and the casting of white actors for Asian roles, began to form activist organizations
to create artistic opportunities for themselves. These groups included the New York group Oriental
Actors of America, who regularly protested openings of shows with white actors playing Asian
characters. In Los Angeles, a group of actors founded the East West Players (EWP) in 1965. The
influence of these groups led to the founding of the Asian American Theater Company in 1973.
The 1960s also saw the opening of several important theaters in the region, including American
Conservatory Theater and the Magic Theatre. These theaters focused on inventive stagings of classic
works (ACT) and productions of new and experimental plays (The Magic). The Magic Theatre would
bring Sam Shepard, one of the country’s most imaginative playwrights, as playwright in residence
and he would produce plays throughout the 1970s.
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Counterculture and Experimentation in the 1970s
In the 1970s, the counterculture ideals and left wing politics of the 1960s moved into the mainstream.
The civil rights and feminist movements became even more prominent, and gay rights movement
began. Escalating casualties in the Vietnam War marked the first half of the decade, and Americans’
increased opposition to the conflict. The killing of four students at an antiwar protest at Kent State
University, the release of the Pentagon Papers, which revealed confidential details about the handling
of the war, and President Richard Nixon’s resignation in 1974 created a sense of disillusionment in
government.
In the 1970s, the women’s movement, often described as second wave feminism, sought greater
social, economic, and political equality for women. The lesbian feminist movement, a branch of the
women’s movement that started in the early 1970s, confronted the idea that heterosexuality was the
accepted norm in society. These two movements generated a strong community of feminist artists in
San Francisco. The Lilith Theater, a woman’s theater collective, was founded in 1974. The members
of Lilith created a collaborative process of making theater drawn from the consciousness circles and
democratic modes of communication used in the feminist movement, the content focused on issues
impacting women. The Mothertongue Feminist Theater Collective was formed in 1976 with the intent
of addressing women’s roles in society, lesbianism, motherhood, disability, and other topics.
Gay men and lesbians who had endured social, economic and political ostracism in the decades
after the war, marked the end of the 1960s with the Stonewall Riots in New York City which
launched the gay rights movement. A year later, a parade organized in New York to commemorate
the riots became the nation’s first Gay Pride parade. San Francisco began attracting many LGBT
(Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender) people in the 1970s, particularly in the Castro district. The
combination of the counterculture lifestyle and increased sense of freedom and visibility for the gay
community resulted a flourishing of gay culture. This culture gave birth to theater groups The Cockettes
and Angels of Light.
In the 1970s, boundaries between artistic disciplines became more fluid, and new performance
forms emerged. This included performance art, a genre that emerged from the visual arts world.
Performance artists contested traditional ideas about the relationship between audience and
performer, and experimented with time and space. The Fluxus movement, which included artists
such as Yoko Ono, was interested in breaking down boundaries between everyday life and art, and
emphasizing the creative process as well as the finished product. Artists such as Gilbert & George
experimented with video documentation as a part of their artwork, and musician Laurie Anderson was
a pioneer in electronic music.
Experimental performance in the 1970s and early 1980s was also influenced by the development of
major new technologies during that time period. The invention of the memory chip and microprocessor
led to the first personal computers marketed to consumers. Video games were invented, and computer
graphics along with them. The first portable video cameras became available, and portable audio
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Tony Kushner’s Angels in America at the American Conservatory Theater. Photo provided by American Conservatory Theater

players using cassette tapes led to the invention of the Walkman in 1979. The experimental company
Snake Theater, which later became Antenna Theater, used this technology.

Big Social and Cultural Shifts: the 1980s
The beginning of the 1980s was defined by the election of President Ronald Reagan and a new era
of conservative politics. In San Francisco, theater groups continued to make work, but it became more
difficult for artists to live inexpensively and focus on their artistic practice.
The early 1980s was also defined by the birth of the AIDS epidemic and the lack of response to it
by the Reagan administration. Activist groups like ACT UP (AIDS Coalition to Release Power), formed
to raise awareness. By 1989, more than 100,000 cases of AIDS had been reported. AIDS had a
significant, tragic impact on the San Francisco arts community. Many members of The Cockettes and
Angels of Light, and innumerable other gay theater artists, died of the disease. Theatre Rhinoceros,
America’s oldest running gay theater, produced plays about AIDS to give voice to the community.
The 1980s saw the founding of such diverse companies as George Coates Performance Works, who
mixed the newest media technologies with live performance to create evocative visual landscapes
onstage; the Lorraine Hansberry Theatre, which showcases African American plays; The Jewish
Theatre; Brava! for Women in the Arts; Climate Theater; Life on the Water; and The Marsh Theater.
Many of these theaters are still in existence.

Guiding QUESTIONS
1. What aspects of American mainstream culture post-World War II helped shape the values of
companies like the San Francisco Actors Workshop? What was new and unique about their work?
2. How did the structures and performance style of the San Francisco Mime Troupe and the Pickle
Family Circus reflect what was happening in U.S. society during the 1960s and 1970s?
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3. Bill Ball of ACT talks about “watering the tree but nurturing the roots”. What do you think that
means in terms of making theater?
4. In what ways did these companies demonstrate that artists can contribute to social change? How
did they influence the audiences’ thoughts or beliefs?
5. How has theater addressed social issues marginalized communities face?
6. In what ways did The Cockettes and Angels of Light’s performance style and values reflect the
counterculture and gay rights movements in San Francisco?
7. What kinds of theatrical traditions did companies like Soon 3, the Blake Street Hawkeyes, and
Snake/Antenna Theater break away from?
8. How was technology and media used in the works of George Coates and Snake/Antenna? What
impact does the use of these elements have on the work?

Additional Resources
Audiovisuals:
Excerpts of Stage Left
http://stageleft-movie.com/educators/excerpts/
Excerpt of ACT’s production of “The Taming of the Shrew”, directed by Bill Ball
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RdqOHvcD-VU&feature=relmfu
KQED SPARK segment about the SF Mime Troupe
http://www.kqed.org/arts/programs/spark/profile.jsp?essid=26378
Introduction to Commedia dell’Arte Stock characters
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h_0TAXWt8hY
Interview with Luis Valdez
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XdeIwysKwJM
Excerpt of Sam Shepard’s “True West” with John Malkovich and Gary Sinise
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aq4qH76O_5I&feature=BFa&list=PL62FB461B14BECB0D
Trailer for the 2002 documentary film The Cockettes
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TDHmgGHzDW0
Angels of Light performance
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cabM1qmm8c
KQED This Week in Northern California segment about the Lorraine Hansberry Theatre
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EtnJQ6eV5rk (starts at 19:12)
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A video about Guillermo Gomez-Pena and Coco Fusco’s Couple in a Cage
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gLX2Lk2tdcw
A history of Performance Art
http://www.theartstory.org/movement-performance-art.htm

Webites:
Stage Left
http://stageleft-movie.com
Interactive timeline of Bay Area theater history
http://stageleft-movie.com/timeline/

THEATER ACTIVITIES
Scene study and Analysis
Scene Analysis 1: Break students into groups of four or five. Each group chooses a scene of three-five
pages from one of the following plays: Brecht’s Mother Courage, Beckett’s Waiting for Godot, Genet’s
The Balcony, Shepard’s True West, and McClure’s The Beard (or you can select for them). This exercise
could happen in the context of studying one of these plays (inexpensive used copies of these plays
are available online or in bookstores). Have the group read the scene carefully and compile a simple
scene analysis, using the following outline:
1. Sequence of events (what happens in the scene)
2. Setting (place and time, significance of setting)
3. List of characters
4. Text

•

Style of language (realistic, poetic, direct or indirect)

•

As an expression of character (how it helps define characters)

•

Use of monologue or dialogue

•

Rhythm (recurring patterns)

•

Debate or discussion between characters

5. Structure

•

Dramatic conflict

•

Climax
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6. Subtext (an underlying theme in the scene that is implied but not directly expressed)
7. Conclusion (Total effect of the scene)
Character Study: Have each student in the group choose a character in the scene (more than one
student can choose the same character if there are only a few in the scene). Then ask them to write a
character study, including:

•

Name, age, gender, and race/ethnicity of character;

•

Physical appearance (face, hair, height/weight, other distinguishing features) and style of
dress;

•

Birthplace or where they grew up and family members;

•

Single, married/partnered, or divorced/separated;

•

Career/occupation;

•

Favorite activity;

•

Deepest desire (or motivation: what motivates them/what they want most);

•

Obstacle (what could prevent them from getting what they want);

•

Deepest fear (what they are most afraid of in life).

If students do not know this information about the person they chose, have them use their imagination
to make it up based on what they do know. Ask students to share their character study with their
fellow group members and discuss the importance of each character: how they each contribute to the
action and meaning of the scene.
Scene Analysis 2: Share with the whole class the definition of a beat as it applies to scene analysis: a
single moment in the dramatic action of a scene. This includes physical action, character action (what
is the character doing to get what they want in the scene) and the emotional action (what emotions
are in play). A beat has a beginning, middle and end - it can be very short with just a couple of lines
of dialogue or can take the whole scene. The beat is over when there’s a change in the action (e.g.
the characters turn to a new subject, someone enters or exits, a problem is solved, a new problem
begins, a change in emotion). Review a section of one of the plays with the whole class and have
students identify beats.
Then have students divide the scene up into equal sections and each chose one section to work on.
Ask each student to mark the beats by using a line or slash to delineate when one ends and another
begins. Then for each beat, have them write a word that describes the subtext of the beat, and a
word that describes the emotional tone of the beat.
Performance: Have students in each group divide into actors and directors for the scene. Then, using
the scene and character analyses, have them rehearse the scene and perform it for their peers.
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Follow-Up/Reflection: Ask students to discuss what they notice about the way the scene is written. Is
it similar or different to other plays they know, and/or to movie scripts they are familiar with? How
would they describe the style? Students can then each write a short scene about an event in their life
in the style of the scene being studied.

Commedia dell’Arte
Prep Activity: Ask students to walk around the room at their own pace, paying attention to how they
move: is there a certain part of their body they lead with? Hips, knees, head? Then prompt students to
move around the room leading with different body parts (chest, stomach, nose, chin, toes, forehead,
hand, finger). Ask students to reflect on the activity, particularly what changes they noticed in
themselves for different body parts.
Commedia Characters: Share/review the audiovisual resources about the Commedia dell’arte stock
characters. Have students try out the physical characteristics, vocal qualities and stock gestures of
several or all of the characters. Have them identify people in their lives who resemble these characters
as they learn them.
Commedia Scene: Break students into pairs and assign them two stock characters. Ask them to decide
on the basics of a scene: setting (where is the scene going to take place) and problem (a difficulty the
characters will face in the scene). Then have students create a short scene to perform for their peers.
Ask students watching the scenes what they notice about the relationships between the characters and
how that reflects relationships they see in their communities.

Theatre of the Oppressed Exercises: Forum Theater, Cop in the Head, Rainbow of Desire
Augusto Boal’s Theatre of the Oppressed exercises are useful in exploring the dynamics between
people in situations of oppression or unequal power between people. These dynamics often come
into play in struggles to assert personal identity. The following are some of Boal’s most famous
exercises that provide ways to use theater to articulate personal identity. A simplified version of
the process of creating Forum Theater is outlined in the Diverse Theaters Guide: more complete
descriptions of Cop in the Head and Rainbow of Desire can be found in Boal’s book The Rainbow of
Desire: The Boal Method of Theatre and Therapy (Routledge, 1995).
Prep Activity: Introduce the definition of tableau, and then have students form pairs. Ask them to shake
hands with each other and freeze, as if their action has been paused. Have them share ideas about
what an audience member could see if they were looking at this tableau: two friends greeting each
other, a business deal, etc.
Complete the Image: Have the pairs of students shake hands and freeze to form a tableau. Then
ask one student to remain frozen while the other moves into a frozen shape that creates a different
tableau (have students think about levels and proximity as ways to make the tableau different). Then
have the student who was frozen move and freeze to form yet another tableau. Then have students go
back and forth spontaneously to form a series of tableaux. After a few minutes, ask them what they
noticed about the kinds of tableaux they were making.
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Cop in the Head: Having the protagonist devise a scene where they felt unable to act due to issues
with their personal identity, and identify all of the “cops” or voices in their head. Other students then
become the cops by creating a frozen image and monologue that embodies that particular cop.
The protagonist then chooses useful and not useful cops and “does battle with” the difficult cops and
employs the useful cops as allies.
Rainbow of Desire: Similar to Cop in the Head except that the protagonist identifies the range, or
“rainbow” of distinct fears and desires that come into play in their situation. Other students then
embody these fears and desires and the protagonist identifies which are hardest or easiest to deal
with and engages the difficult ones in dialogue. He or she then uses this information to re-improvise
the original scene and see what changes occur.

Site Specific Tableau
Prep Activity: Complete the Image, above.
Site Specific: Ask the pairs of students to explore the classroom (or outside the classroom, if possible),
noticing the architectural features of the space they are working in, including the objects in the space.
Then ask them to create a two-person site-specific tableau that makes effective use of the space
they’ve chosen. Have the group view the tableaux, noticing what is effective about the interaction of
each one with its site.

Tableau to Physicality
Prep Activity: Have students break up into groups of four or five. Have one student in the group be
the “sculptor” who builds a tableau with the other students. They can do this by silently demonstrating
what frozen shapes they would like to see, or by gently moving students into the shapes (making sure
to not touch heads or torsos, and tapping arms and legs as signals to move them).
Moving Tableau: When the “sculptors” have finished their tableaux, have them place themselves in
the tableau as well. Then ask students to begin doing a repetitive movement that starts and ends with
their frozen shape: a movement out of the shape and back in. All members of the tableau will do this
repetitive movement at the same time. Then have students think of a sound to go with their movement
and repeat that as they repeat their movement. Have them freeze in their original tableau again and
then tell them that you will clap your hands ten times, and each time you clap, they have to move and
freeze into a different, more exaggerated shape. Tell students to remember their repetitive movement,
sound, and frozen shapes for the next exercise.
Movement Sequence: Break students into new groups of three. Ask them to work together to create
a 30 second performance that includes: one moment of unison where they are all doing the same
repetitive movement or making the same sound at the same time; one moment where they are all
frozen in a tableau; and one moment where they are all doing completely different things (one student
could be frozen while one is making a sound and the other is moving, for example). Have students
share their performances with each other and reflect on what they saw from the performance and
then what meaning they drew from it.
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Performance and Community Identity
Prep Activity: Share the definition of ritual with students and ask the class to share examples of rituals
present in their family and community (based on what community means to them: could be based
on ethnicity or culture, religion, geography). Some examples of the range of responses: “my mother
makes tortillas every Saturday morning”, or “we celebrate the eight days of Hanukkah by lighting
candles and offering prayers”, or “on fourth of July my neighbors come together for a barbeque”.
Then ask students to think of ritual as performance: a series of tasks and movements that are repeated,
and whose repetition creates meaning. Ritual performances can be present in everyday life, in the
way people communicate, celebrate, worship and eat, among many other things.
Ritual Gesture: Ask students to observe ritual performances in their families and communities, making
detailed notes about what they observe. Have each student choose a ritual they observed and
ask them to describe it using the five senses: what do you see, hear, taste, smell and touch? Then
ask students to create a gesture (a movement with a beginning, middle and end) for the ritual that
incorporates at least two of the senses and brings in words or phrases from their writing. For example,
the gesture of a student’s mother making tortillas could include the slapping sound of flattening the
dough and the movement she makes when she puts the tortillas on the fogon, with the line “filled the
kitchen with the sweet smell of warm maize….”
Communal Ritual Gestures: Once students have created their gestures, have them perform them all at
once, and then keep repeating their gestures as they look around the room to find at least two other
students with gestures that are similar to theirs, either because of the type of movement, the words
spoken, or any other element. Once the class has broken into groups, ask each group to combine the
gestures into one group piece that retains aspects of each group member’s gesture but also brings out
the commonalities.

REFLECTION FRAMEWORK
Prior to facilitating these activities with students, it may help to familiarize them with the theater
terms in the toolbox, as well as reviewing the following framework for having students reflect on and
analyze other students’ performances.
While students perform, side-coaching, or offering suggestions or comments to advance the scene or
keep performers focused on specific elements of the scene, can be used.
After students watch their peers’ performances, ask them the three following questions:
1. What do you see or hear? Have students be as objective and neutral as possible, focusing
on what is clearly observable or audible.
2. What do you think or feel based on what you see and hear?
3. What questions do you have/what more do you want to know?
Many of the exercises also provide specific things for students to reflect upon after watching each
other’s performances.
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BASIC ELEMENTS OF THEATER
Setting: When and where a scene or drama
takes place.

Problem (also known as Dramatic Conflict):
A difficult or challenging situation tied to the
central plot of a dramatic work. This problem
can be inner (a character struggles with him/
herself), relational (when two characters want
different or opposing things), societal (when
characters are struggling against societal
oppression or injustice), or situational (a
character or characters are in conflict with a
specific situation).

Character Profile: A description of a character,
including physical aspects, personal history, and
other aspects (fears, desires) that help create
a more complete picture of who they are. A
profile is used to create complex and compelling
characters.

Motivation: Reason behind a character’s action;
what motivates a character to do what he does;
what a character really wants.

Gesture: A movement with a beginning, middle,
and end, that creates meaning not necessarily
connected to the text of a play. A gesture can
express meaning in a less literal way, and can
also show emotional state.

Improvisation: When an actor or actors
spontaneously makes up action or dialogue
without writing a
script first.
Some key elements of good improvisation
include
relationship (working with the other character/s
in a scene to move the action forward rather
than blocking them, paying close attention to
what they are doing and reacting to it);
high stakes (the level of risk and reward in the
scene’s unfolding plot); and
strong and detailed choices about what a
character should do at any moment in a scene.

Tableau: A group of performers frozen onstage,
creating an interesting or evocative image.

Protagonist: The leading character or one of
the major characters in a play; the central figure
or one of the most prominent figures in a real
situation (this is how it is defined for Theatre of
the Oppressed)

Subtext: Content of a theater script that is not
spoken directly by the characters but is implicit
or becomes something understood by the
audience as the performance unfolds.

Monologue: In a play, a prolonged talk or
discourse in which a single character speaks
alone.
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TYPES OF THEATER AND PERFORMANCE
Interdisciplinary Art: A work of art that

integrates different forms, such as visual art,
music, dance, theater, or media.
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Popular Theater: Theater that is presented

to a broad public audience, with topics and
performance styles designed to be entertaining
and accessible to that public.

Presentational Theater: A style of performance

where actors acknowledge the audience,
whether directly by addressing them or indirectly
through a general attitude or specific use of
language, looks, gestures or other signs that
indicate that the character or actor is aware of
the audience’s presence.

Performance Art: An art form combining

elements of other art forms, such as film, dance
and drama, in a presentation in which the artist
brings together images and ideas on various
themes in a non-narrative way. It can be any
performance that involves four basic elements:
time, space, the performer’s body and a
relationship between performer and audience.

Non-Narrative: Lacking a story where events

are arranged sequentially (one after another).
Many performance art works are non-narrative;
they may reference a story or theme, but do not
follow a linear sequence.

Site-Specific Theater: A type of theatrical

production designed to be performed at a
unique, specially adapted location other than a
standard theatre. This specific site either may be
originally built without any intention of serving
theatrical purposes (for example, in a hotel,
courtyard, or converted building), or may simply
be considered an unconventional theatre space
(for example, in a forest).
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